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As is known the light particles emission gives important information of the mechanism
of interaction of complex nuclei. For the description of this reaction some different models
were suggested: cascade, thermodynamic, direct reaction models and so on. Our approach
deals with the idea hot spot, advanced by H.A. Bethe in 1938 [1].

At present the methods of computation of various processes of nucleus- -nucleus interac-
tion have reached a considerably high level [2,3]. However, for the complete understanding
of the phisical picture of nucleus-nucleus interactions in the energy region, some additional
research is necessary. An example is the fast particles source with the velocity equal to one
half of projectile velocity.

It is of interest, that integration variable averaging results in the form [4]

<Pa/dudE ~ у/Ёехр{-{Е - у/ЁЁ^совв)/Т), (1)

which corresponds to availability the source of the fast particles moving with the velocity
equal to one half of projectile beam according to experimental data.

The Fermi liquid effects are described by simplified equations within the framework of
the long mean free path fluid dynamics [5]. Further natural development of this approach
was the combining of two models: "non-collisional" fluid dynamics [6] and conventional local
equilibrium fluid dynamics [7], derived in [8] according to Bertsh's parametrization [9].

Satisfactory agreement with experimental double differential cross sections (PerfdudE of
secondary particles (nucleons and fragments) emission for small and large angles have been
obtained.
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